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Abstract

Using numerical solutions of single-particle dynamics, we consider a chaotic electron–whistler interaction mechanism for enhanced
di usion in phase space. This process, when applied to parameters consistent with the Jovian magnetosphere, is a candidate mechanism
for pitch angle scattering in the Io torus, thus providing a source of auroral precipitating electrons. We initially consider the interaction
between two oppositely directed monochromatic whistler mode waves. We generalize previous work to include relativistic e ects. The
full relativistic Lorentz equations are solved numerically to permit application to a more extensive parameter space. We use this simpli8ed
case to study the underlying behaviour of the system. For large-amplitude monochromatic waves the system is stochastic, with strong
di usion in phase space. We extend this treatment to consider two oppositely directed, broad band whistler wave packets. Using Voyager
1 data to give an estimate of the whistler wave amplitude at the Io torus at Jupiter, we calculate the degree of pitch angle scattering as a
function of electron energy and initial pitch angle. We show that for relatively wide wave packets, signi8cant pitch angle di usion occurs
(up to ±25◦

), on millisecond timescales, for electrons with energies from a few keV up to a few hundred keV. c© 2001 Elsevier Science
Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The electron–whistler interaction has been considered as
a potential mechanism for pitch angle scattering in planetary
magnetospheres. Whistler waves are able to resonate with
electrons over a broad energy range, from less than 100 keV
to several MeV (Horne and Thorne, 1998). In particular,
the Hamiltonian has been obtained for relativistic electrons
interacting with a whistler mode wave of single k̂, reveal-
ing underlying behaviour that is dynamically simple (Laird,
1972).
Gyroresonance processes with near parallel propagating

whistler waves have been considered as a pitch angle scatter-
ing mechanism (e.g. Kennel and Petschek, 1966; Lyon and
Williams, 1984). These processes consider electrons at res-
onance with many whistler waves of di erent frequencies to
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produce pitch angle di usion (Gendrin, 1981). Instead we
consider a process that is enhanced over (and in addition
to) ‘di usion’ associated with particle dynamics strictly at
resonance. We consider a stochastic interaction mechanism,
for which particles, that are not at resonance with the waves,
e ectively di use faster than the particles that are in reso-
nance. For clarity, we will refer to this as ‘o -resonance’
di usion.
Stochasticity has been introduced by coupling the bounce

motion of the trapped electrons with a single whistler (Faith
et al., 1997), while the presence of a second, oppositely di-
rected whistler wave was shown from the non-relativistic
equations of motion to introduce stochasticity into the sys-
tem, demonstrated numerically for a wave frequency of half
the electron gyrofrequency by Matsoukis et al. (1998). This
mechanism has been shown to exist in self-consistent sim-
ulations (Devine and Chapman, 1996). Di usion processes
are also e ected by inhomogeneities in the medium (see,
for example, Helliwell and Katsufrakis, 1974) though in the
case considered here variations in the background 8eld over
the short-distances travelled by the electrons during the rapid
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interaction are small and the background magnetic 8eld can
be assumed to be uniform.
Wave propagation calculations by Wang et al. (1995)

have shown that lightning induced whistlers are guided into
the Io torus by the strong local peaks in density. The waves
tend to oscillate around the 8eld line corresponding to the
peak in torus density (L=5:7, Wang et al., 1995), in a simi-
lar way to ducted whistlers with low normal angles (6 10◦)
at the equator. We consider the interaction of two oppositely
directed whistlers with the same frequency, propagating par-
allel to the background 8eld, since small di erences in the
wave frequencies and slightly oblique waves (wave normal
6 10◦) result in small perturbations to the dynamics of the
system.
In this paper we generalize the work of Matsoukis

et al. (1998) to consider a range of wave frequencies below
the gyrofrequency and include relativistic e ects. We con-
sider the eJciency of the mechanism in scattering electrons
in ‘pancake distributions’, i.e. distributions with a large
peak in the distribution function at 90◦ pitch angles (some-
times represented as T⊥�T||). Since we are considering
single-particles dynamic over a range of phase space, and
not the evolution of the distribution function, per se, we
study pancake distributions by considering electrons with
high initial pitch angles, i.e. v⊥ ¿v||. These then evolve to
explore phase space. Recent plasma density models have
shown that anisotropic distributions are required to 8t the
observed whistler dispersions in the Jovian magnetosphere
(Crary et al., 1996). We investigate the dependence of
the degree of stochasticity of the system (using Lyapunov
exponents) on the wave amplitude, wave frequency and
perpendicular velocity.
We simplify the equations of motion in the limit of low

wave amplitudes and extend the process to study two oppo-
sitely directed, broad band whistler wave packets. We ob-
tain an estimate for the whistler wave amplitude using the
analysis of Voyager 1 data (see Scarf et al., 1979; Kurth
et al., 1985; Hobara et al., 1997) and estimate the degree
of pitch angle scattering for di erent electron energies re-
sulting from the interaction with wave packets of di erent
bandwidths.

2. Equations of motion

We consider a total magnetic 8eld of the form

B= B0 + B+! + B−
! ;

where B0 = B0x̂ is the background magnetic 8eld and B+!
and B−

! are the whistler waves propagating parallel and
anti-parallel to the background 8eld, respectively (for coor-
dinate system see Fig. 1). We assume that the background
8eld lines are uniform, since, as we will see, the interaction
is suJciently fast so that changes in the background 8eld
experienced by the electrons are small, e.g., for electrons
close to Jupiter’s magnetic equator at 6RJ, the 8eld changes

Fig. 1. Illustration of the coordinate system used in the model. In (a)
the magnetic wave8elds B+! and B−

! lie in the ŷ; ẑ plane, perpendicular
to the background 8eld, B0 = B0x̂. The phase angle  is de8ned as the
angle between B+! and the electron perpendicular velocity, v⊥ and K 
is the angle between B+! and B−

! . In (b) the electron pitch angle � is
de8ned as the angle between the velocity vector v and the background
8eld B0.

by less than 1% for an MeV electron travelling at 0:9c
and interacting with the 8eld for 1000 electron gyroperiods
(0.1 s).
The wave8elds B+! and B−

! are given by

B+! = B![cos(kx − !t)ŷ − sin(kx − !t)ẑ];

B−
! = B![cos(−kx − !t + �0)ŷ − sin(−kx − !t + �0)ẑ]

with x̂ parallel to the background 8eld and ŷ and ẑ per-
pendicular. The wave amplitude is given by B!, while
�0 = � is the initial phase di erence of the waves. The
wave frequency, !, and wave number, k, are given by the
electron whistler mode dispersion relation (neglecting ion
e ects):

k2c2

!2 = 1− !2
pe

!(!− �e)
; (1)

where !pe is the plasma oscillation frequency and �e is the
electron gyrofrequency. Electrons travelling at the correct
parallel velocity will experience a constant 8eld and will
interact strongly with it. This resonance velocity, vr = vrx̂ is
given by the resonance condition:

!− k · vr = n�e=�; (2)

where n is an integer, and �=(1−v2=c2)−1=2 is the relativis-
tic factor. The corresponding electric 8eld is obtained from
Maxwell’s relation for plane propagating waves, kE!=!k̂∧
B! and the dispersion relation (1).
We write v=v|| x̂+v⊥ cos�ŷ+v⊥ sin�ẑ, where �=�(t)

is the phase of the perpendicular velocity, de8ne the phase
angle  =kx−!t+� as the angle between the perpendicular
velocity and B+! and de8ne the phase di erence K = �0 −
2kx as the angle between the two waves.
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We substitute these into the Lorentz force law to give the
full equations of motion:

dv||
dt

=
bv⊥
�

(
1− !v||

kc2

)
sin  

+
bv⊥
�

(
1 +

!v||
kc2

)
sin( +K ); (3)

dv⊥
dt

=−b
�

(
v|| − !

k

(
1 +

v2⊥
c2

))
sin  

−b
�

(
v|| +

!
k

(
1 +

v2⊥
c2

))
sin( +K ); (4)

d 
dt

= kv|| − !+
1
�
− b

�v⊥

(
v|| − !

k

)
cos  

− b
�v⊥

(
v|| +

!
k

)
cos( +K ); (5)

d�
dt

=
b!v⊥
kc2

sin  − b!v⊥
kc2

sin( +K ); (6)

where b=B!=B0 is wave amplitude scaled to the background
8eld, and time and velocity have been rescaled with respect
to the gyrofrequency, �e, and the phase velocity, v� =w=k,
respectively. In the non-relativistic limit � → 1 these reduce
to the non-relativistic equations of motion given in Mat-
soukis et al. (1998), (Eqs. (5)–(7)).

2.1. Reduced equations

We can reduce the full equations of motion (3)–(6) to
demonstrate the underlying properties of the system for low
wave amplitudes. The reduced equations also give qualita-
tive information on how the system will be e ected when
di erent parameters are varied. To simplify the full equa-
tions of motion we rescale the velocities with respect to the
normalized wave amplitude, b:

v|| = v||;0 + bv||;1; (7)

v⊥ = v⊥;0 + bv⊥;1: (8)

We substitute into Eqs. (3)–(6) and di erentiate with re-
spect to time. To 8rst order in b, v||;0 and v⊥;0 are con-

stant, �0=
√
1− v2||;0=c

2 − v2⊥;0=c
2 is a constant and we have

 =kx− (1=�−!)t, giving the following reduced equation:

d2x
dt2

=
2bv⊥;0

�0
sin[(1=�0 − !)t]cos[kx − �0]: (10)

Thus, we have the equation of a coupled pendulum with
variables v|| = ẋ and x. Perturbations in v|| and x are pro-
portional to the wave amplitude, b, to 1=�0 and to v⊥;0.

3. Wave packet approximation

The analysis of Voyager 1 data in Scarf et al. (1979)
and Kurth et al. (1985) shows that whistler mode waves
at the Io torus are broad band waves. Instead of a single
pair of oppositely directed monochromatic whistler waves,
we consider a sum of N such pairs, with each pair having
a di erent frequency and (opposite) wave number. For N
pairs of waves, the reduced equation (10) becomes

d2x
dt2

=
N∑
i=1

2v⊥;0

�0
bi sin[(1=�0 − !i)t]cos[kix − �0; i]: (11)

As N → ∞ we can replace the sum by an integral over !:

d2x
dt2

=
∫ ∞

−∞

2v⊥;0

�0
A(!)sin[(1=�0 − !)t]

×cos[k(!)x − �0(!)] d!: (12)

Where the wave amplitude function A(!) is the wave am-
plitude per unit frequency bandwidth. We approximate the
wave amplitude function using a ‘top hat’ distribution, i.e.
we have a wave packet with central frequency, !0, and con-
stant wave amplitude across a narrow range of wave fre-
quencies, K!:

A(!) =




0; !¡!0 − K!
2

;

A0; !0 − K!
2

¡!¡!0 +
K!
2

;

0; !¿!0 +
K!
2

:

(13)

We approximate the dispersion relation as k(!)=k0+�(!−
!0), close to the central wave frequency, !0 and wave num-
ber, k0, where �=(3!2

0−2!0−(!2
pe+k20c

2))=2k0c2(!0−1),
and 1=� is the group velocity of the wave packet. Substitut-
ing in and integrating with respect to the wave frequency,
!, gives the equation of motion for an electron interacting
with two oppositely directed wave packets:

d2x
dt2

=+
2A0v⊥;0

�0
sin

[(
1
�0

− !
)

t + k0x
]

× sin[(t − �x)K!=2]
(t − �x)

+
2A0v⊥;0

�0
sin

[(
1
�0

− !
)

t − k0x
]

× sin[(t + �x)K!=2]
(t + �x)

: (14)

In the limit of narrow bandwidths, K! → 0, the wave packet
equation (14) yields the reduced equation (10) with wave
amplitude b0. A more detailed derivation of the reduced
equation (10), and the wave packet equation (14), can be
found in Wykes et al. (2000).
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Fig. 2. Stroboscopic surface of section plots for !=�e = 1=2, initial v⊥ = 0:7c. The parallel velocity, v||, has been scaled to the phase velocity, v�. For
this wave frequency, the dispersion relation (1), gives v� = 0:07c. The phase angle  is de8ned as the angle between the perpendicular velocity and
the whistler wave propagating in the positive x̂ direction. For low wave amplitudes, panel (a), all trajectories are regular and the equations of motion
reduce to a pendulum equation, with resonances given by the resonance condition (2). For slightly higher wave amplitudes, panels (b) and (c), stochastic
e ects appear as regular trajectories are broken down. For high wave amplitudes, panel (d), phase space is dominated by stochastic trajectories with
regular trajectories con8ned to KAM surfaces close to the resonances. The stochastic region is bounded above and below by the 8rst regular, untrapped,
trajectories away from resonance, therefore there is a limit on the di usion of electrons in phase space.

4. Numerical results

Fig. 2 shows numerical solutions of the full equations of
motion. The phase diagrams are stroboscopic surfaces of
section Tabor (1989) constructed from cut-planes where x=
(n+1=2)�=k, to sample the full electron phase space. The ini-
tial parallel velocity, v||, was varied over the range [−vr ; vr],
where vr is the resonance velocity, given by the resonance
condition (2), to give a good coverage of phase space.
All electrons were given the same initial perpendicular

velocity, v⊥ = 0:7c (v⊥=vr ≈ 20, to give high initial pitch
angles in order to study a pancake distribution), and the
phase angle,  (de8ned as the angle between the perpendic-
ular velocity and the 8rst whistler wave B+! , see Fig. 1) was
initially set to 0 or �.
For low wave amplitudes, Fig. 2(a), the trajectories are

essentially regular and characterized by two sets of reso-
nances. Regular trajectories are described by KAM surfaces
(Tabor, 1989), i.e. the trajectories are near-integrable and
there is an approximate constant of the motion associated
with each orbit. The regular trajectories are represented in
the phase diagrams as smooth lines.

As the wave amplitude is increased in Figs. 2(b) and (c),
stochastic e ects are introduced into the region between the
two resonances (stochastic trajectories appear as a spread
of dots). For higher wave amplitudes, Fig. 2(d), the sys-
tem becomes increasingly stochastic with regular trajecto-
ries con8ned to KAM surfaces close to the resonances. The
dependence of the degree of stochasticity on the wave am-
plitude is supported by the form of the reduced equation
(10), where the perturbations in parallel velocity scale with
the wave amplitude.
In Figs. 2(b)–(d), the stochastic regions are bounded

by the 8rst regular, untrapped, trajectories away from reso-
nance. In Figs. 2(c) and (d), there are no regular trajecto-
ries separating the resonances and stochastic electrons can
di use throughout the stochastic region, resulting in large
changes in pitch angle. It can be seen that the stochastic elec-
trons are able to di use to a greater extent in phase space
than the electrons on regular trajectories.
In Fig. 3 we show a sequence of phase diagrams for

increasing perpendicular velocity, with constant wave am-
plitude, b = 0:003, and wave frequency, ! = 1=2. The re-
duced equation (10) describes pendulum like behaviour with
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Fig. 3. Stroboscopic surface of section plots for !=�e = 1=2 and b = B!=B0 = 0:003. Electron energy increases as a function v⊥. In panels (a)–(c) the
degree of stochasticity increases with increasing perpendicular velocity (and electron energy, E) with constant !;�e, and k. As v⊥ and � increases the
resonance velocity, vr , decreases (see the resonance condition (2)). In panel (d) the resonance velocity is zero. Here v⊥ = 0:86c and E = 300 keV.
Increasing v⊥ (and E) further in panel (e) causes the resonance velocities to cross the v|| = 0 line and the degree of stochasticity now decreases, until
in panel (f) with v⊥ = 0:99c (E = 1:8 MeV) the trajectories become regular once more.

oscillations in v|| proportional to both the wave amplitude
and the perpendicular velocity, v⊥. The resonance condi-
tion (2) shows that vr = vr(�(v⊥; v||); k; !), therefore (for
v||�v⊥) vr , in addition to the total electron energy, E, can be
described as a function of the perpendicular velocity when
! and k are constant. By varying v⊥ only, we can consider
the dependence of the degree of stochasticity on v⊥ and
hence E.
In Figs. 3(a) and (c), the perpendicular velocity in-

creases to relativistic velocities, v⊥=0:3–0:75c (energy 25–
220 keV). The degree of stochasticity increases with v⊥.
From the resonance condition (2) we see that increasing v⊥
increases � and hence reduces vr and the separation between
the two resonances.
In Fig. 3(d) where v⊥=

√
1− !2 =0:86c (E=380 keV)

the resonance condition (2) is satis8ed for vr =0. Increasing
v⊥ further causes the resonances to pass through the v|| =0
line and change sign. In Fig. 3(e) we have v⊥=0:95c (E=
740 keV). The resonance velocity now increases with v⊥
and the degree of stochasticity decreases, until the system
is no longer dominated by stochastic trajectories (Fig. 3(f))
with v⊥ = 0:99c, E = 1:8 MeV).
The presence of a peak in the degree of stochastic-

ity and its dependence on v⊥ is a relativistic e ect. For

non-relativistic velocities, �, and hence the resonance veloc-
ity, is constant and the degree of stochasticity continually
increases with v⊥ (Matsoukis et al., 1998).
In Figs. 4 and 5 we show phase diagrams similar to Fig. 2

except that we now plot pitch angle against phase angle.
The initial conditions are; b=0:003, !=1=2, v⊥=0:7c and
E = 175 keV. The phase diagrams are qualitatively similar
to Fig. 2 and share many of the same features. Regular tra-
jectories are con8ned to close to the resonance pitch angle,
�r = arctan(v⊥;0=vr), where v⊥;0 is the initial perpendicular
velocity (0:7c) and vr is the resonance velocity. The stochas-
tic region is bounded by the 8rst regular, untrapped, trajec-
tories away from resonance. Again, we see that stochastic
electrons are able to di use in pitch angle to a greater ex-
tent than resonant electrons. Later, we shall investigate the
change in pitch angle for wave amplitudes obtained for the
Jovian magnetosphere, as a function of electron energy, ini-
tial pitch angle and wave frequency.
In Fig. 5 di usion in pitch angle is very fast. Signi8cant

pitch angle di usion occurs on timescales of the order of
tens of electron gyroperiods. On these timescales, electrons
at Jupiter’s magnetic equator (L = 6), travelling parallel to
the background magnetic 8eld at high relativistic velocities
(v ≈ c), experience changes in the background magnetic
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Fig. 4. Pitch angle plotted against phase angle for b=0:003, !=�e = 1=2,
v⊥ = 0:7c and E = 175 keV. Phase space is divided into stochastic
and regular regions in a similar way to Fig. 2. Electrons with regular
trajectories close to the velocity resonances in Fig. 2 are con8ned to close
to the resonance pitch angle �r = arctan(v⊥0=vr). Pitch angle di usion
is limited by the extent of the stochastic region, which is bounded by
the 8rst untrapped orbit away from the resonances. The electrons that
di use to the highest v|| in Fig. 2 have the greatest change in pitch
angle.

8eld of less then 1%, therefore the approximation that the
background magnetic 8eld is uniform is valid.
In Figs. 6(a) and (b) we show sample numerical solutions

of the wave packet equation (14) for narrow wave packets
(K! = �e=500). In panel (a) there is little change in pitch
angle with time and in panel (b) the trajectory is qualitatively
similar to regular trajectories in Fig. 4. In Fig. 6(c), for wider
wave packets, (K! = �e=50), the change in pitch angle is
greater (K� ≈ 15◦, �0 = 90◦), with perturbations in pitch
angle decreasing with time. The trajectory in panel (d) is
similar to stochastic trajectories in Fig. 4.
We have investigated solutions of the full equations of

motion in order to understand the underlying behaviour of
the system. We now consider numerical solutions of the
more realistic wave packet equation for applications to the
Jovian magnetosphere.

5. Estimation of whistler wave amplitudes

We use the analysis of Voyager 1 data in Scarf et al.
(1979); Kurth et al. (1985) and Hobara et al. (1997) to
estimate the whistler wave amplitude. For the Io torus at
Jupiter the electron gyrofrequency, �e = 334 kHz, corre-
sponding to a background 8eld, B0 = 1900 nT. At L = 6

the plasma frequency, !pe = 2230 kHz (see Scarf et al.,
1979; Kurth et al., 1985). We consider broad band whistlers
with frequencies up to the electron gyrofrequency and band-
widths of the order of a few kHz (K!=�e=50, see Hobara
et al., 1997).
The plasma wave instrument on Voyager 1 measures

the electric 8eld spectral density (E2
!=K!) of the whistler

waves over a set of frequency channels of 8nite width
K!. We estimate the corresponding magnetic 8eld strength
using:

B! =
E!

v�
;

where v�=!=k is the phase velocity given by the dispersion
relation (1). Using a spectral density of 10−11 V2 m−2=Hz
obtained by Hobara et al. (1997) we obtain a wave am-
plitude, b = B!=B0 = 10−5 and a wave amplitude func-
tion A0 = B!=K!= 10−3 for a wave frequency, != �e=2.
While this is insuJcient for stochasticity for a single pair
of monochromatic whistlers, for broad band whistler wave
packets, signi8cant di usion does occur.
We obtain a similar estimate using Ulysses data for the Jo-

vian magnetopause (Spectral density = 10−12:8 V2 m−2=Hz
for ! = �e=2, see Tsurutani et al. (1997)). To determine
uniquely whether or not this process is signi8cant, for a
given bandwidth, wave amplitude rather than spectral den-
sity measurements are needed.
In this context it interesting to note that for the Earth, di-

rect amplitude measurements (b = 5 × 10−4, see Nagano
et al., 1996) and the extrema of spectral density measure-
ments (b = 5 × 10−3, see Parrot and Gaye, 1994) yield
whistler amplitudes suJcient for stochasticity with a pair of
monochromatic whistlers, whereas average spectral density
measurements do not (Tsurutani et al., 1989).

5.1. Pitch angle di4usion in the Io torus at Jupiter

In Fig. 7 we plot the change in pitch angle for electrons
during an interaction with two oppositely directed whistler
wave packets with relatively wide bandwidths (K! = 10
kHz, see Hobara et al., 1997), central wave frequency, !0=
�e=2, and wave amplitudes consistent with the Jovian mag-
netosphere (A0 = 10−3). We estimate the change in pitch
angle for electron trajectories with initial pitch angles in the
range �0 = [0◦; 180◦] and electron energies from 0 to 400
keV. Signi8cant pitch angle di usion occurs, from a few de-
grees for low initial pitch angles, up to 25◦ for higher initial
pitch angles, for a range of electron energies.
Increasing the central wave frequency has the e ect of

shifting the entire structure shown in Fig. 7 down in energy.
Lower wave frequencies are required to eJciently scatter
high-energy electrons (E¿ 1MeV). Given an even distri-
bution of waves with frequencies up to the electron gyrofre-
quency, electrons with energies from a few keV up to a few
hundreds of keV are most readily scattered. The pitch angle
di usion mechanism described above is consistent with the
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Fig. 5. Series of phase plots showing di usion in pitch and phase angle for a small set of initial conditions. Di usion is rapid with electrons reaching the
minimum pitch angle in tens of electron gyroperiods. After 100 electron gyroperiods, electrons have di used throughout the stochastic region. Parameters
are as in Fig. 4.

framework described by Kennel and Petschek (1966). How-
ever, in their derivation of the di usion coeJcient (see their
Eqs. (3:6)–(3:10)) they make an estimate of the timescale
for di usion based on the dynamics of particles near res-
onance. Here, we examine the detailed dynamics in phase
space and 8nd that particles o resonance are chaotic and as
a consequence di use much faster than estimated by Kennel
and Petschek (1966). Hence we have termed this process
‘o -resonance’ di usion.

5.2. Lyapunov exponents

Lyapunov exponents are used to quantify the degree of
stochasticity in the system. The Lyapunov exponents are
calculated using the method described by Benettin et al.
(1976) and Parker and Chua (1989). All six Lyapunov ex-
ponents were calculated over phase space and evolved to
their asymptotic limit. The only signi8cant Lyapunov expo-
nent corresponds to the coordinate directed along the back-
ground 8eld.
For positive Lyapunov exponents, two trajectories that are

initially close together in phase space will diverge exponen-
tially in time. For negative or zero Lyapunov exponents, two
trajectories that are initially close together in phase space

will remain close together. Positive (negative) Lyapunov
exponents correspond to stochastic (regular) trajectories in
phase space. For a detailed description of the theory of Lya-
punov exponents see Hilborn (1994).
In Fig. 8 we plot the Lyapunov exponent for 10 keV

electrons, averaged over a series of trajectories with pitch
angles in the range [0◦; 180◦]. We consider the interaction
between electrons and two oppositely directed whistler wave
packets with relatively wide bandwidths (K! = 10 kHz,
see Hobara et al. (1997)) and investigate the dependence of
the Lyapunov exponent on the relativistically correct wave
frequency,!�=�!. The Lyapunov exponents are plotted as a
function of 1=!�. The Lyapunov exponent is enhanced when
!� = 1=n, where n is an integer. It then follows that close
to these frequencies the process will be the most eJcient in
pitch angle scattering. The structure in the dependence of
the Lyapunov exponent on the relativistically correct wave
frequency is subtle and arises from higher-order terms in the
reduced equation (10).
The separation of two electrons, with Lyapunov exponent

�, in phase space, scales approximately as ∼ exp �t, thus an
order of magnitude estimate shows that changes in pitch an-
gle scale approximately as ∼ exp �t, giving a characteristic
time constant, �, for changes in pitch angle of by a factor of
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Fig. 6. Changes in pitch angle for sample solutions of the wave packet equation for two widths of wave packet. In panels (a) and (b) K!=�e=5000=100 Hz
resulting in very narrow wave packets. Trajectories are regular and resulting changes in pitch angle are low. In panels (c) and (d) K!=�e=50=10 kHz,
with initial pitch angle �(t=0)=90

◦
. The trajectories are now stochastic, with greater change in pitch angle. In panel (c) it can be seen that perturbations

in the parallel velocity decrease with time.

e1, of approximately �=� gyroperiods. Thus the Lyapunov
exponents in Fig. 8 indicate changes in pitch angle occur-
ring in tens of electron gyroperiods.

6. Discussion

We have considered the interaction between two oppo-
sitely directed whistler waves and relativistic electrons. We
initially considered monochromatic whistlers in order to
understand the underlying behaviour of the system. For
whistlers with wave amplitudes consistent with the Jovian
magnetosphere the interaction with two oppositely directed
monochromatic whistler waves results in weak di usion in
phase space. Stochastic e ects can be introduced with high
wave amplitudes: electrons not in resonance with either of
the two whistlers can di use extensively in phase space. We
refer to this process as ‘o -resonance’ di usion as only the

electrons not in resonance are scattered in this way. Reso-
nance di usion remains unchanged.
We have extended the treatment of monochromatic

whistlers to consider two oppositely directed whistler
wave packets. For relatively broad band waves with am-
plitudes consistent with quiet times in the Jovian mag-
netosphere, we have shown that the ‘o -resonance’ dif-
fusion results in signi8cant pitch angle di usion (up to
25◦) on timescales of the order of a few tens of electron
gyroperiods (milliseconds). ‘O -resonance’ di usion is
most e ective in scattering electrons with energies from
a few keV up to a few hundred keV (MeV electrons
require extremely low wave frequencies for e ective
scattering).
We have shown that the Lyapunov exponent is en-

hanced when the relativistically correct wave frequency
!� = �! = 1=n where n = 1; 2; 3; : : : . This phenomenon
arises purely from the interaction of the two whistler waves.
We expect enhanced phase space di usion close to these
frequencies.
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Fig. 7. Pitch angle di usion for relatively wide, oppositely directed whistler wave packets (K!=�e=50) with central frequency !=�e=2 and low wave
amplitude (A0 = 10−3). We plot the change in pitch angle against initial pitch angle and electron energy. Signi8cant pitch angle di usion occurs (from
a few degrees up to 25

◦
) for a range of electron energies and initial pitch angles.

Fig. 8. We investigate the dependence of the Lyapunov exponent on the relativistically correct wave frequency !�= �!, for relatively wide band whistler
wave packets. We plot the Lyapunov exponent as a function of 1=!�. The Lyapunov exponent is enhanced when !� = 1=n, where n is an integer.
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